how many times S appears in the tensor product of two irreducibles. In 
Proof. We have the usual isomorphism of vector spaces
Horn, (B, C) is made into a fcG-module by defining
If both sides of (*) are made into feG-modules in the same way, then i is a fcG-isomorphism. Since Horn,(B, C) c-B* ® C the result follows. //
The irreducible modules
Henceforth k is the field of 2 n elements and G is SL (3, k) . Let V be the standard 3-dimensional module for G ; that is, the row vectors of length 3 • If a is the Galois automorphism of k , then a acts on g i G by acting on its entries. V. , the ith Galois conjugate the ith tensor factor of the irreducible. Note that since all the absolute irreducibles can be written over k , k is a splitting field so Lemma 1.1 applies.
We shall also use a more convenient notation. For an ordered triple We now obtain some information about the tensor product of two irreducibles. 
is the unique top and the unique bottom factor. V ® W has a
submodule and a quotient isomorphic to V* ® V* . 
either 0 or irreducible, and so in either case must be contained in
and K* ® 7* is a quotient of
Proof. Let a, 3 be the endomorphisms mapping V ® V to its submodules V* and V* ® W* respectively, which exist by Lemma 2. U ® X if each y. is a composition factor of U. ® X. .
LEMMA 3.2. Z-et £/ and X be irreducibles and let Y be a crossseotion of U ® X . If S is a composition factor of Y then Y is isomorphic to S or to V® V* .
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1-2.
1 * each / . is isomorphic to one of (
LEMMA 3.4. Let U and V(l, J, K) be irreducibles such that U ® v(l, J, K) has a cross-section Y isomorphic to S or to V., ® V* .

ii) Let I u J u K = N . If Y o* S then U ^ V(J, I, L) where L c K ; if Y c~ V ® V* then U =. V(X, Y, I u J u Z) where {X, Y, Z} is a partition of K and (lux, J v y, z) is a trio.
Proof. Let the ith tensor factor of V(l, J, K) be X. . ( 
Since by Proposition 3.10,
for L ± 0 , the result follows. 
